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Abstract 

Bridging the gap between complex signal data output and clear interpretation by non-expert end-

users is a major challenge many scientists face when converting their scientific technology into a real-

life application. Currently, pattern recognition algorithms are the most frequently encountered signal 

data interpretation algorithms to close this gap, not in the least because of their straight-forward 

implementation via convenient software packages. Paradoxically, just because their implementation 

is so straight-forward, it becomes cumbersome to integrate the expert’s domain-specific knowledge. 

In this work, a novel signal data interpretation approach is presented that uses this domain-specific 

knowledge as its fundament, thereby fully exploiting the unique expertise of the scientist. The new 

approach applies data preprocessing in an innovative way that transcends its usual purpose and is 

easy to translate into a software application. Multiple case studies illustrate the straight-forward 

application of the novel approach. Ultimately, the approach is highly suited for integration in various 

(bio)analytical applications that require interpretation of signal data. 

 

Graphical abstract 

 

Highlights 

 

• Peak recognition approach using domain-specific knowledge 

• Approach optimally suited for integration in (bio)analytical applications 

• Data preprocessing tandem highlights hidden features in signal data 

• Approach demonstrated using electrochemical sensors  
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Introduction 

 

Unraveling the valuable information hidden within complex data, and making that information 

understandable to non-experts, is a difficult task many scientists in (bio)analysis are confronted with 

when turning a scientific technology into a (bio)analytical application. Commonly, an expert in the 

research field is the only one capable of understanding and interpreting the complex data generated 

by a scientific device.[1],[2] However, if the complex output of the scientific device can be converted 

into a read-out comprehendible by non-experts, a major step is made towards the fulfillment of the 

point-of-need, paving the path for a successful application widely used.  

Software is the ideal solution to bridge this gap between complex data output and non-expert, grace 

to its cost-, time- and labor efficiency.[3–6] Furthermore, a software program can be integrated in the 

large majority of scientific devices. As such, a workflow can be created where an expert develops a 

software program and integrates it in the scientific device, after which any end-user can use the device 

without needing any scientific background. As a result, the group of potential users is drastically 

enlarged, and in extent the valuable time of the expert can be used elsewhere.  

A suiting illustration of the aforementioned is given by the research field of electrochemical 

(bio)sensors, more specifically voltammetric sensors. Voltammetric techniques such as linear sweep 

voltammetry (LSV), cyclic voltammetry (CV) and square wave voltammetry (SWV) gain both qualitative 

and quantitative information of an analyte by applying a varying potential to the analyte and 

subsequently measuring the resulting current. The voltammetric readout, usually in the form of 

voltammograms (current vs potential plots), can thus be considered as being an extension to a classic 

amperometric readout which solely considers the current resulting from a single, fixed potential. The 

latter has found commercial (bio)analytical applications (e.g. glucose sensor), while for voltammetric 

techniques this has proven more difficult due to the more complex readout.[7–9] It demands years of 

research to acquire the expertise to extract valuable information (qualitative and/or quantitative) 

from these voltammograms. The development of an effective voltammetric detection method for the 

illegal drug cocaine is an excellent example of the aforementioned. It required many years of extensive 

research to come to a highly accurate (> 98%), portable voltammetric cocaine sensor that outperforms 

the existing on-site identification tools.[10] The suppressing and shifting nature of certain cutting 

agents (e.g. levamisole, benzocaine), in particular, made it challenging to develop an optimal 

strategy.[11],[12] The last major obstacle this voltammetric sensor has to overcome to become the 

ultimate tool law enforcement needs, is a translation of all the domain-specific knowledge that has 

been gathered over the years into a clear-cut interpretation thereof.  

 

A commonly used approach to perform this translation, is the use of pattern recognition 

algorithms.[13] These algorithms have elevated research in many domains such as image processing 

and computer vision to new heights and are rightfully praised.[14–16] Voltammetry is no exception to 

this, and pattern recognition algorithms such as linear discriminant analysis (LDA), principal 

component analysis (PCA), soft independent modelling of class analogy (SIMCA) and more recently 

machine learning (ML), are frequently encountered.[17–20] One reason pattern recognition methods 

have become such a success is their easy implementation in software. Programming languages, such 

as Python or R, have highly convenient packages that allow a user to quickly run e.g. a PCA or construct 

and train a ML algorithm with limited prior knowledge. This is both a blessing and a curse, with the 

right expertise a user can quickly test different data analysis algorithms. However, the major risk 
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occurs that the user no longer fully understands what happens between input and output, making the 

correct interpretation of the output cumbersome (so-called black box).[21–23] The cohesion between 

the scientific technique that generates the data, and the data analysis method that interprets that 

data, is in danger of being lost. Especially, if it is also taken into account that the solutions these 

convenient software packages offer, are very general, precisely because they have to be so widely 

applicable. Incorporating domain-specific knowledge into them can therefore be anything but 

straight-forward, while it is precisely this knowledge that makes a scientific technology so valuable 

and powerful. Furthermore, the performance of pattern recognition algorithms, ML in particular, is 

strongly intertwined with the amount of available data. A lack thereof can result in poorly trained 

algorithms that are prone to overfitting and have bad generalizability, which is especially dangerous 

in combination with a black-box approach.[24] 

 

In this work, we propose a novel approach in which the domain-specific knowledge is the protagonist, 

rather than the algorithm itself. The expert’s unique, subject-specific knowledge and insight in the 

data, is the starting point and the fundament on which the novel approach is build. The approach is 

developed for interpretation of voltammetric data, however it is envisioned that the scope of the 

approach can be extended to interpretation of signal data in other research fields. In voltammetry, 

the expert has generally excellent control over the different signals, i.e. the expert can commonly 

authenticate the origin and presence of each signal. Therefore, instead of trying to unravel patterns 

in the data, the individual peaks themselves will be used to extract information from the data. As such, 

it is assured that all the domain-specific knowledge of the expert is fully exploited, and in extent the 

risk of a black-box approach becomes non-existent. The bottleneck of this approach is thus the 

domain-specific knowledge, as opposed to e.g. the amount of available data to train an algorithm. This 

is far more desirable since a lack of domain-specific knowledge is a bottleneck for the scientific 

technology itself, and the data analysis as such does not create an additional bottleneck.   

 

Experimental 

 

Reagents & Solutions. d,l-methyleendioxymethamphetamine.HCl (d,l-MDMA.HCl) standard was 

purchased from Lipomed (Arlesheim, Switzerland). A 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) sample was provided 

by the Dutch Forensic Institute (NFI, The Hague, The Netherlands). 2,5-dimethoxy-4-

bromophenethylamine (2-CB) and the cocaine and MDMA street samples were obtained from the 

National Institute for Criminalistics and Criminology (Brussels, Belgium). Analytical grade salts of 

potassium chloride and potassium phosphate, as well as potassium hydroxide, were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich (Overijse, Belgium). All solutions were prepared in 18.2 MΩ cm-1 doubly deionized 

water (Milli-Q water systems, Merck Millipore). The pH was measured using a CyberScan 510 pH-

meter from Eutech Instruments (Landsmeer, The Netherlands) connected to a HI1131 glass bodied pH 

electrode from Hanna Instruments (Bedfordshire, United Kingdom). Adjustment of the pH was 

performed using a 100 mM KOH solution. 

 

Voltammetric measurements. Electrochemical measurements, more specifically square wave 

voltammetric analyses, were carried out using a PalmSens4 potentiostat with PSTrace 5.7 software 

(Utrecht, The Netherlands). Disposable carbon ItalSens IS-C Screen Printed Electrodes (SPE) were 

purchased from PalmSens (Utrecht, The Netherlands) and were used during all electrochemical 

measurements. The SPE’s contain an internal silver pseudo reference electrode and a carbon counter 

electrode. All experiments were performed by applying 50 µL of solution onto the SPE. All SWV 

measurements were carried out with a step potential of 5 mV, amplitude of 25 mV and frequency of 

10 Hz. The following buffers were used during the electrochemical measurements: 0.1M phosphate 
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buffer pH5, 0.1M acetate buffer pH5, 0.1M phosphate buffer pH 7 and 0.1M phosphate buffer pH 12. 

The measurement of the MDMA/2-CB mixture (Figure 2 – example 1) was preceded by a pretreatment 

(-0.8V/300s). The measurement of TNT (Figure 2 – example 2) was preceded by a 10 minute argon 

purge of the SPE cell to remove the influence of oxygen. 

The bio-matrix samples using saliva, were prepared as follows: a stock solution of the drug in milliQ 

water was diluted in saliva to obtain a concentration of 500µM (pure MDMA sample) or 0.3 mg/mL 

(street samples). Subsequently the stock solution containing the drug sample in saliva was diluted in 

the buffer to obtain the final concentrations (100µM and 0.03 mg/mL respectively) for the pure 

sample and the street samples. A waiting time of five minutes was incorporated before starting the 

measurement. 

 

Data processing. The moving average baseline correction was applied using the function integrated in 

the PSTrace 5.7 software. All other processing of the data was performed with Matlab R2018a 

(MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) software, including its Signal Processing ToolboxTM.  

 

Moving average baseline correction. The first step in the software framework is the removal of the 

baseline using a moving average baseline correction. The raw voltammogram is used as an input. For 

every two data points, the average current value is calculated, thereby reducing the amount of data 

points by a factor two. Every resulting data point Ai is subsequently compared to the average A’I of the 

neighboring points Ai-1 and Ai+1. Then it is checked if Ai is larger than A’i (for oxidation peaks). If this is 

the case, Ai is replaced by A’i. This is repeated until no more replacements take place or until the 

iteration threshold of 1000 is reached. Eventually, the number of data points is extrapolated to the 

original number. The resulting data points represent the increasing background and are thus 

subtracted from the raw voltammogram. The resulting voltammogram contains more visible oxidation 

peaks and is thus more easily interpretable.  

 

Top hat filter. The top-hat filter is a so-called zero-area filter that has a central window with an odd 

number of channels 𝑤 and two side windows each  𝑣 channels wide. The value of the filter coefficients 

(k and hk) follows from the zero-area constraint: 
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The filtered (i.e. transformed) electrochemical response 𝑦𝑖
∗ is then obtained by the convolution of the 

electrochemical response with the filter: 

𝑦𝑖
∗ = ∑ ℎ𝑘𝑦𝑖+𝑘

𝑣+𝑤 2⁄

𝑘=−𝑣−𝑤 2⁄

. 

Peak identification. Two parameters are defined to identify the peaks: the minimum peak height and 

the minimum peak prominence. The first one speaks for itself, whereas the second one might require 

some more explanation. A marker is placed on the top of a potential peak. Subsequently, a horizontal 

line is drawn through this marker until (i) it crosses the signal because it encounters a higher peak or 

(ii) it reaches the left or right end of the signal. Then, the minimum of the signal in each of the two 

intervals defined in the previous step is searched. This point is either a valley or one of the signal 
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endpoints. The higher of the two interval minima specifies the reference level. The height of the peak 

above this level is its prominence. Each peak that has a value higher than the defined minimum peak 

height and minimum peak prominence is identified as a peak that will be processed further throughout 

the approach.  

 

Results  

 

Approach overview. An innovative (voltammetric) signal data interpretation approach is developed 

which uses the locations of the individual peaks in a voltammogram to identify which compounds are 

present in a sample. Figure 1 illustrates the different steps of the developed approach: initially a raw 

voltammogram is preprocessed to enrich the electrochemical fingerprint (i.e. the unique 

electrochemical signal or pattern specific for a certain analyte).[25] After this preprocessing, the 

different peaks in the voltammogram are identified, followed by assignment of compounds to these 

peaks using an internal database. An exception module can be introduced in front of the peak 

assignment to include additional rules and requirements.  

 

Figure 1|Illustration of the approach: In the developed approach, a raw voltammogram is first 

modified with a baseline correction and a digital top hat filter to enrich the fingerprint and as such 

improve sensitivity. Then the relevant peaks are identified, and assigned to a compound using an 

internal database. An exception module can be introduced to incorporate additional rules prior to the 

peak assignment step. 

 

The novel approach utilizes individual peaks to assign the compounds present in the sample. It is 

therefore important to preprocess the raw voltammogram so that a voltammogram with distinct 

peaks is obtained. Preprocessing a raw signal to obtain a more easily interpretable signal is a common 

practice in signal processing.[26] The novel approach will however demand a more innovative use of 

the preprocessing that transcends its usual purpose. Solely obtaining a more easily interpretable signal 

is not enough, all meaningful peaks should be brought to light, even those that might initially be 

hidden by e.g. a shoulder. In the following steps, these meaningful peaks will be selected for further 

processing based on peak height and prominence. It is thus crucial that all meaningful peaks are 

resolved and sufficiently separated, and a good preprocessing of the raw signal therefore plays a vital 

role in the success of the approach.  

Initially, the baseline of the raw signal is corrected by using a moving average baseline correction, 

increasing peak distinction in the resulting voltammogram due to the removal of the background. 

However, overlapping peaks are not fully resolved by a baseline correction, limiting clear 

interpretation (Supporting S1). A more sophisticated preprocessing tool, a digital filter, is thus 

subsequently applied to further improve peak demarcation. The general purpose of a digital filter is 

to smooth the data through a convolution, thereby improving the precision of the data without 
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distorting the signal tendency.[27] Many different filters have been developed over time, often with 

great success, claiming a vital position in a wide variety of real-life applications.[28],[29] For this 

approach, a zero-area filter, more specifically a top hat filter, was selected.[30] Besides their successful 

smoothing of the data, which is strived for here, zero-area filters have also proven to be beneficial for 

enhancing peak resolution.[31] This improved resolution is particularly useful here, as the approach is 

based on the identification of individual peaks. In this work, the zero-area filter of choice is the top 

hat filter, grace to its low computing time and promising performance in preliminary testing.  

 

After enrichment of the raw voltammogram with a baseline correction and digital filter, the resulting 

peaks are evaluated on their relevance. In a further stage, compounds will be assigned to these peaks, 

and it is thus important to solely consider peaks that hold valuable information. Two parameters are 

introduced to define which peaks are interesting for further processing: (i) the minimum peak height 

and (ii) the minimum peak prominence. The prominence of a (signal) peak is a measure for how much 

the peak stands out relative to other peaks due to its intrinsic peak height and its peak location; it is 

akin to the concept of prominence in topography.[32] A low isolated peak can be more prominent 

than one that is higher but is an otherwise unremarkable member of a tall range. In the context of 

interpreting a voltammetric response, less prominent peaks are those which largely overlap with other 

peaks and/or which do not stick out considerably from the background signal.  

Once the relevant peaks are identified, a compound is assigned to each of these peaks by exploiting 

the expert’s domain-specific knowledge on voltammetric analysis or fingerprint. The voltammetric 

fingerprint of a compound represents the unique relationship between that compound and its specific 

voltammetric response, thus containing extremely valuable information.[25] Indeed, this relationship 

creates the perfect opportunity to link a (set of) voltammetric peak(s) to the presence of a specific 

compound. The approach takes full advantage of this opportunity by collecting all the voltammetric 

fingerprints into a database. The identified peaks are then one-by-one compared with the database, 

and a compound is assigned to a peak if a match is encountered.    

The expert is the person par excellence to construct this database, since the latter is the sole person 

who has the required domain-specific knowledge. The database is one of the greatest assets of the 

novel approach, as it offers a general approach to incorporate subject-specific knowledge.  

Depending on the application, a further processing of the identified compounds can be included. In a 

detection sensor for example, an alarm or warning message could be associated with the detection of 

a specific compound to warn the end-user about its presence.    

 

Illustration of the approach with three case studies. Figure 2 depicts three different applications of 

the developed software. In example 1, the analysis of an illicit drug mixture of 50.0% 

methyleendioxymethamphetamine (MDMA) and 50.0% 2,5-dimethoxy-4-bromophenethylamine (2-

CB) (both commonly found in the drug ecstasy) in phosphate buffer pH 5 is shown. The baseline 

correction successfully removed the background, after which the top hat filter revealed two peaks 

that were not visible at first. This example truly demonstrates the power of the preprocessing steps, 

unravelling the presence of two peaks that were invisible in the raw voltammogram. The two revealed 

peaks are eventually correctly identified using the internal database, and assigned the appropriate 

tags, i.e. MDMA and 2-CB.  
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Figure 2|Case studies of the approach: Three case studies of the approach are shown, from left to 

right: (i) an illicit drug mixture of 50.0% MDMA and 50.0% 2-CB in phosphate buffer pH 5, (ii) a 100.0% 

solution of the explosive 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) in phosphate buffer pH 7 and (iii) a drug street 

sample containing 31.0% cocaine, 2.8% phenacetin, 5.7% levamisole and an unknown percentage of 

mannitol analyzed in phosphate buffer pH 12 buffer.  

 

In the second example, a pure solution of the explosive 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) in phosphate buffer 

pH 7 was analyzed. Baseline removal and filtering led to a modified voltammogram with distinct peaks. 

The three characteristic reduction peaks of TNT were subsequently correctly identified and assigned 

the right tag after comparison with the corresponding database.[33] Note that the intensities were 

inverted since the software searches for peak maxima instead of peak minima.  

The third example, a street sample of cocaine, illustrates that more complex samples are still correctly 

handled by the software. After analysis in phosphate buffer pH 12, the baseline correction and top hat 

filter converted yet again with success the raw voltammogram into a processed voltammogram 

without background and clear peak distinction. Cocaine was subsequently correctly assigned to the 

peak at 0.89 V, and in addition the cutting agents phenacetin and levamisole were correctly assigned 

as well.[11] Note that the feature between the peak of phenacetin and the peak of cocaine did not 

pass the prominence threshold, and therefore was not selected for further processing. In Supporting 

S2, all the different steps executed by the software are shown for example 3.  

The three case studies highlight the true power of the two data preprocessing steps. The 

preprocessing of voltammetry is a hot topic in voltammetry, involving the development and 

application of baseline removal algorithms and digital filters.[34],[35] The task of preprocessing the 

data is often unfairly limited to ‘cleaning’ the data (reducing noise and improving signal-to-noise ratio). 

Here, we have proven that preprocessing the data can handle more ambitious tasks. The moving 

average baseline correction in combination with the top hat filter are the ideal tandem to reveal 
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hidden features, improve peak demarcation and as such improve sensitivity. The resulting enriched 

voltammogram after preprocessing can thus be an objective in itself. An expert might come to new 

insights as new features that were masked in the initial voltammogram are revealed in the enriched 

voltammogram.   

 

Demonstration of the approach in bio-matrices. In the previous section, it was shown that the 

approach is highly suited to correctly identify a complex drug street sample. This result encouraged us 

to further explore the limits of the approach’ applicability, this time by applying the latter to samples 

in bio-matrix. Since a database was already constructed for illicit drugs, it was decided to remain in 

this research area and investigate drugs samples in saliva. This bio-matrix is highly suited for illicit drug 

detection, especially when considering that many drugs can be found in saliva after 

administration.[36] The decision was made to focus on a highly relevant target molecule, i.e. MDMA, 

as this illicit drug is almost exclusively administered orally, and research has proven its presence in 

saliva after a single dose.[37]  

In Figure 3, the approach is demonstrated on three MDMA samples in saliva. The first example depicts 

a pure MDMA sample (100 µM) spiked in saliva. Due to the higher complexity of the saliva, the 

electrochemical fingerprint becomes more complex. However, the MDMA peak around 1.04V is still 

visible and nicely highlighted by the preprocessing steps. The correct identification is subsequently 

executed by the approach. In the second example, the difficulty is raised by analyzing a MDMA street 

sample spiked in saliva (white crystal, 96.77%, 0.03mg/mL). The approach correctly identifies MDMA 

in this second example as well. The third example contains a MDMA street sample of low purity 

(orange tablet in form of Donald Trump, 39.46%, 0.03mg/mL). Once again, the approach correctly 

identifies MDMA.  

The bio-matrix, i.e. saliva, didn’t cause any additional issues for the approach. It is interesting to note 

that some features at e.g. 0.36V, 1.21V and 1.39V are recurring, probably originating from analytes in 

the saliva.  

 

 
Figure 3|Demonstration on samples in saliva. Three MDMA samples (one pure, two street samples) 

were spiked in saliva, after which the respective SWVs were measured in an acetate pH5 buffer. 

Subsequent application of the approach clearly indicates for all three samples that the assets of the 
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approach translate to a bio-matrix. The fingerprint itself is, as expected, more complex due to higher 

complexity of the bio-matrix.    

 

Special cases. In each of the examples presented in Figures 2 and 3, each peak could easily be assigned 

to a single compound. This 1-on-1 assignment will be sufficient in most of the cases where this 

software is applied. However, some applications require additional rules. The approach facilitates the 

incorporation of such additional rules through an exception module that is placed right in front of the 

compound assignment (Figure 4). This exception module is the perfect tool to bring domain-specific 

knowledge into the approach in a straight-forward manner. A parallel with the concept of logic gates 

is made to illustrate what an additional rule looks like.[38–40] However, the additional rules that can 

be incorporated are not limited to this concept (Supporting S3).  

Figure 4a illustrates how the presence of two (or more) characteristic peaks of a compound can be 

required when assigning a compound. An example is the voltammogram of the illicit drug ketamine in 

phosphate buffer pH 12.[41] This compound showcases two characteristic peaks, located at 0.90 V 

and 1.25 V respectively, and it can thus be required that both peaks need to be identified before 

ketamine is assigned to the voltammogram. The identification of only one of the peaks is thus not 

sufficient for assignment. Considering the TNT example in Figure 2, the aforementioned thus allows 

to incorporate an exception module that requires the presence of all three TNT peaks prior to 

assignment.  

 

Figure 4|Incorporating additional rules via exception module: Additional rules, to extent the scope, 

can be integrated in the software by means of an exception module that is placed right before the peak 

assignment. The first example (A) shows how an additional rule can be incorporated that requires the 

presence of both peaks of ketamine ahead of assignment. Another possibility would be a rule where 

two compounds can never be assigned together (B).  

 

Another possible exception is an additional rule that prevents two compounds from being assigned 

together (Figure 4b). Such an additional rule can be of great use when one of two compounds is known 

to cause a shift of the other one’s signal. In that case it is a good safety measure to avoid their mutual 

assignment to prevent assignment errors. The implementation of this additional rule can be compared 

to an exclusive OR-gate, i.e. a true output is only given in case of an odd number of true inputs. In the 

example shown in Figure 4b, cocaine has one signal (0.82 V), as has the cutting agent benzocaine (0.41 

V). Benzocaine is known to cause a shift of the signal of cocaine, and an additional rule is thus 

incorporated.[12] If both aforementioned signals (0.41 V and 0.82 V) are encountered together, 

cocaine and benzocaine will not be assigned to these peaks.  
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Discussion 

 

In this work we have introduced a novel approach for the interpretation of voltammetric signal data. 

Instead of relying on the extraction and interpretation of complex patterns in the data, the 

interpretation is executed directly by comparing the individual peaks with an internal database. This 

database is constructed using the expert's domain-specific knowledge, thereby fully utilizing this 

unique expertise.  

Before comparison with the database, two preprocessing steps, a baseline correction and a digital 

filter, are applied to the signal to remove the background and improve peak demarcation. This 

preprocessing tandem greatly enriches the voltammetric signal, revealing peaks that were visually 

hidden in the raw signal. These peaks are later on used for compound assignment and the 

preprocessing tandem consequently claims a key role in the approach. The increased sensitivity thus 

obtained is therefore of great importance in this approach, but can equally well be of exceptional 

value for any researcher seeking to extract hidden information from signal data.  

Two parameters, minimum peak height and minimum peak prominence, are introduced to select the 

relevant peaks for further processing. A good parameter value choice is necessary to ensure that only 

those peaks are selected that hold valuable information. Values that are too lenient will result in a 

large pool of peaks that will further be processed, some of which might solely originate from noise.  

Eventually, the selected peaks are compared with the internal database and assigned a compound if 

a match is encountered. The complexity of the database depends on the application and the amount 

of different compounds that need to be identified. The database of a detection sensor which targets 

a single compound could consist of that sole compound itself, whereas the database of an 

identification tool for e.g. waste water analysis might consist of a large list of compounds. Correct 

identification of samples in saliva demonstrates the approach’ ability to transcend its assets into more 

complex bio-matrices. Additional rules, to e.g. build in restrictions or exceptions, can be included in 

the approach via an exception module. The database and exception module enable a very user-

friendly integration of subject-specific knowledge into the approach, thereby providing quick access 

to tailor-made solutions. The approach allows integration of novel modules to facilitate further 

processing of the data. In voltammetry, amongst others research fields, the intensity of a signal can 

often be associated with the concentration of the corresponding analyte through means of a 

calibration curve. As such, a quantification module is an example of a potential module that could be 

introduced in the approach, in this case specifically dedicated to perform a quantitative analysis of the 

sample.    

Furthermore, the approach is designed in such a way that a single expert can optimize the approach 

(choose peak identification parameter values, build database, …), translate it into a suitable software 

program and integrate the latter in a scientific device. Ideally, a non-expert can then use the device 

without prior knowledge of voltammetry or even science. The expert is only involved in the setup and 

integration, which frees up time to perform more analyses.  

 

Conclusions 

 

We propose a novel peak recognition approach, designed to interpret signal data. The approach 

combines a preprocessing tandem with a tailor-made database, thereby ensuring that the operating 

scientist can optimally integrate their expertise in the approach. In addition to the tailor-made 

database, an exception module grants the approach the versatility to readily be applied to different 

research problems. This adaptability makes the approach highly suited for integration in various 

scientific applications, e.g. (bio)sensors, that require interpretation of signal data. After integration by 
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the expert, the approach opens up the scientific application to non-expert end-users, allowing society 

to fully enjoy the benefits of the scientific technology. 

Even though the approach was developed for interpretation of voltammetric signal data, it is 

envisioned that the scope can transcend the field of voltammetry and be applied in other fields of 

science that handle signal data such as optical (bio)sensors and applications in MedTech and life 

sciences.  
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